
How To Set Up Your Shadeling
Open up the bag! The kit will come with:

- 1 x Shadeling (approx 2m x 2m)

- 2 x Collapsible 1.8m aluminium poles (4 sections) with pole socks

- BONUS 2 x Collapsible 0.9m aluminium poles (2 sections) with pole sock

- 4 x Stainless steel pegs in a bag

- 4 x High Vis tie down ropes (already attached)

Lay the Shadeling out flat on the ground, stitching down

Take into consideration the position of the sun 

and the path it will take

Start at any corner and pull the rope out to the end, hammer in the peg

Go to the opposite corner and do the same

Do NOT pull the ropes hard and stretch the Shadeling. 

Just have everything lying flat and straight with no tension.

Peg out the remaining ropes/corners

Open up the poles

Lift the Shadeling, inserting the squishy

ball end of the pole into the corner

Avoid putting the ball directly onto the 

stiching, aim for fabric only

Repeat with the second pole in the other corner

Adjust the poles accordingly 

Time to chill under your Shadeling!

Limited room to set up?

You can tie a loop in the back ropes closer to the corner and peg 

from there! 

This also lessens the trip hazard, and will make the Shadeling more 

sturdy in wind

Add the smaller poles to the back corners for extra space

Heavy wind causing the Shadeling to fly up and the poles to fall out?

Use the pole socks and tie them around the squishy balls!

If the wind is extreme, take the Shadeling down to prevent it getting 

broken or damaged and injuring you or others.

Packing Down Your Shadeling
Take out all poles and 

pegs, then fold the 

Shadeling in half

Fold in half again

And again

Put poles and pegs on 

the folded Shadeling 

against one side

Roll everything up 

to the other end

Wrap with ropes

Put back into carry bag
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Check the website for the instructional set up video

www.alchemydecor.com.au/set-up


